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The Corporate Secretary is a liaison officer that ect as a company's representative with external
parties
especially to maintain the corporate image end fulfilling the company's responsibilities to the
general public.
The Corporate Secretary is responsible to the board of Directors.
The Corporate Secretery function entails the corporate secretarial tasks. investor end public
relation. legal
and abiding to the governing Law end regulation in the capital market end authoritative industry
es well as good corporate governance. Through various public relation tasks. the Corporate
Secretary BLED uphold the company's image end represent the board of Directors in its external
communications roles specificallyk with regulation board, investor, capital market community
and related stakeholders.
The Corporate Secretary function entails the corporate secretarial tasks. investor end public
relation. Legal and abiding to the governing Law end regulation in the capital market end
authoritative industry as well as good corporate governance/GCG:
1.Act as the representative of the company in accordance with related stakeholders through the
company's
communications activities and its information.
2.Supervise and control the external and internal communication strategy with related
stakeholders to distribute the company's news responsibly and also build a goad corporate image.
3. Responsible toward the abiding valid rules and regulations in the stock exchange and capital
market including the company's articles of association.
4. Evaluate end monitor the change of regulation in the capital market and give recomendation
end valuable input to the board af Directars in relation with the regulation change and its effect
toward the company and its implementation within the company's environment
5. Abiding to the valid Law and regulation in the stock exchange end capital market in relation
with open information.
6. Responsible to hold and arrange the Board of Directors' meeting. the Directors end
Commissioners meeting as well as the general shareholders meeting.
7.Administering the secretarial and the Board of Directors. correspondence to the related parties
including The Finance Board Authority and Indonesian Stock Exchange
8. Manage investor relation to maintain end enhance the communication between the company
and the in vestor, Locally end internationally.
9. Handle the public relations.

